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understanding tHe LaW Has BeCome an 
integraL part of tHe WorK of HigHer eduCation 
professionaLs, especially residence life staff. for decades, 
courts have contributed an increasingly important role in 
shaping the litigious nature of society at large and within 
higher education (greenleaf, 1982). Barr and associates 
(1988) noted the increasingly major influence of the law on 
campus life. even in the mid-1990s, gehring and penney 
(1995) highlighted the critical need to understand legal 
issues for those professionals entering the field of higher 
education and student affairs. since olivas (2013) found that 
higher education law is a rapidly changing area in the field, 
knowledge of the law is critical to anyone in a professional 
position in higher education.

 While many agree it is critical to know and understand the 

law, there is little empirical research examining the experiences of 

higher education professionals on how they obtain, utilize, under-

stand, and maintain their competence of legal principles learned 

through graduate preparation programs, professional develop-

ment opportunities, and/or colleagues and supervisors. given the 

complex nature of legal compliance in higher education, profes-

sionals are required to understand, implement, and comply with 

the law on a daily basis. Consequently, this study aimed to fill this 

gap and examine the legal consciousness of higher education pro-

fessionals, specifically residence life staff.

 among scholarship, a wide range of terminology is used to 

explore legal literacy and legal consciousness, including: legal 

knowledge, legal experience, legal context, and application/imple-

mentation of law. given the phenomenological focus of the current 

study, legal consciousness is used as a framework to understand 

the implementation of law in student services and housing, to 

examine housing professionals experience of the laws as imple-

mented, and to explore theoretical concerns presented by the 

manner in which these housing professionals implemented legal 

policies. By focusing on the legal consciousness of student affairs 
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areas we believe housing staff encounter most 

often: student health/safety, generally, title 

iX, family education rights and privacy act 

(ferpa), search and seizure, the Clery act, 

and student death.

Health and Safety of Students 

the health and safety of students living in resi-

dence halls is the priority for residence life staff; 

this responsibility ranges from the controlled 

access to the overall condition and upkeep of 

the facilities, to the general safety and security 

of individuals living in the facilities. in 2011, 

the u.s. Department of education issued a 

Dear Colleague Letter that outlined how edu-

cational institutions were to respond to sexual 

harassment, sexual violence, and discrimina-

tion. the letter communicated that students 

had the right to attend an institution of higher 

education without the interference of any of 
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professionals working in housing, the current 

study also offers insight into the emotional 

and intellectual experiences of the individuals 

tasked with negotiating the complex matrix 

between student needs and legal require-

ments. Before delving into the methods and 

findings of the study, we highlight and provide 

a background on top areas of law that impact 

residence life professionals.

LAWs IMPAcTInG ResIDence   
LIfe PROfessIOnALs
federal and state legislation has greatly trans-

formed the role of student affairs adminis-

trators in higher education, specifically in 

housing and residence life. the complexity of 

residence life staff roles continues to expand 

and, arguably, housing has been an area sig-

nificantly influenced by the evolution of law 

in the united states. housing staff consists of 

a wide range of individuals, from paraprofes-

sionals such as resident assistants (ras), to 

executive chief housing officers (Chos), all of 

whom work to create a safe space, provide ade-

quate supervision, and organize programming 

for student development and social engage-

ment. additionally, while creating a space that 

affords students an opportunity to navigate the 

college experience and establish autonomy, 

housing staff is required to enforce university 

and housing policies. housing staff members 

must have a working knowledge of the legal 

implications associated with their role and the 

services campus housing provides. according 

to Dimaggio (1988), while housing adminis-

trators are not expected to be attorneys, they 

should be aware of “legal trends affecting their 

operations” (p. 18). Below, based on our pro-

fessional observations, we review select legal 

The complexity of residence life 

staff roles continues to expand 

and, arguably, housing has been 

an area significantly influenced 

by the evolution of law in the 

United States .  .  .  . while creating 

a space that affords students an 

opportunity to navigate the college 

experience and establish autonomy, 

housing staff is required to enforce 

university and housing policies .
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Legal Consciousness

of weather conditions, shannon attended his 

classes to avoid an absence penalty. although 

campus grounds had worked to remove ice 

and salt walkways and parking lots, some icy 

patches remained (Shannon, 1978). for most 

universities with on-campus housing, resi-

dence halls and a limited amount of campus 

dining facilities are required to remain open to 

serve the students even in severe weather con-

ditions. Washington university was found to 

be liable for the injuries sustained and ordered 

to compensate shannon. 

Concealed Campus Carry in 
Living Communities

one area of contention is the laws and guide-

lines surrounding concealed campus carry. 

in recent years, campus violence has been 

on the rise, creating a highly charged debate 

about campus carry laws, active shooter pro-

cedures, and other emergency protocols. the 

debate over firearms on college and university 

campuses is complex. “twenty years ago, any 

discussion about permitting guns on college 

campuses would have provoked as much 

laughter as shock. yet by 2012, guns were 

allowed on 200 public campuses in six states” 

(Birnbaum, 2013, p. 7). on campuses where 

residents are allowed to secure guns in their 

personal rooms, residence life staff members 

find themselves involved in a highly charged 

national, state and local debate, while also en-

forcing a policy that can have a direct effect 

on students’ health and safety. given the com-

plexity of the issue, the legal consciousness of 

the residence life staff with regard to firearms 

and other weapons in residence halls is criti-

cal. What makes compliance in this area chal-

lenging is that while federal provisions apply 

to all public institutions, the differences in 

the aforementioned issues. in the event that a 

student did face sexual harassment, sexual vio-

lence or discrimination, the university had an 

obligation to intervene and address the issue 

in a timely manner (Beaver, 2017). residence 

life staff has a responsibility to ensure that 

facilities have limited or controlled access to 

residents and their guests, and safety concerns 

are addressed and resolved in a timely manner. 

residence life staff members can become neg-

ligent when they fail to “exercise reasonable 

care or provide a reasonably safe place to live” 

(Dimaggio, 1988, p.16). Miller v. State (1984) 

serves as an example; a female student was at-

tacked and raped twice at knifepoint in her res-

idence hall room. this incident was following 

multiple complaints by miller communicating 

concerns that nonresident males were loiter-

ing in the residence hall. Despite her reports, 

the doors to the residence hall remained un-

secured and vulnerable, and thereby posed a 

major risk to safety (White, 2007). the court 

found the university had a duty to protect its 

students and in this instance, it failed to main-

tain the safety and security of the residence 

hall, creating opportunities for incidents like 

the one above to occur (White, 2007). 

 along with safety and security, housing 

staff members need to maintain and manage 

risk. in the event of inclement weather, resi-

dence halls remain open and monitored. fa-

cility maintenance and housing staff need to 

monitor severe weather conditions and imple-

ment weather related preparation and emer-

gency procedures. in Shannon v. Washington 

University (1978), henry shannon sued Wash-

ington university when he fell on a patch of 

ice following an ice storm. in line with the uni-

versity’s policy of remaining open regardless 
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One area of contention is the 

laws and guidelines surrounding 

concealed campus carry . In recent 

years, campus violence has been on 

the rise, creating a highly charged 

debate about campus carry laws, 

active shooter procedures, and 

other emergency protocols . The 

debate over firearms on college and 

university campuses is complex .

state constitutions, laws, and regulations have 

created a hodge-podge of policies that affect 

the legality of carrying guns on-campus (Birn-

baum, 2013). state laws and institutional poli-

cies vary drastically; while some do not allow 

any weapons on-campus, whatsoever, some 

allow them in certain locations, while others 

have very little restrictions. and then, some 

states prohibit institutions from banning 
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modations. additionally, residence life staff 

should be knowledgeable of aDa accommo-

dations and inquiries/requests made by pro-

spective and current residents. as part of these 

requirements, residence halls should have 

automatic doors for students who use wheel-

chairs, raised character or braille signage for 

visually-impaired students, cleared pathways, 

movable furniture, and fire alarm strobes in 

student rooms for hearing-impaired students. 

staff should ensure that housing facilities 

provide “equal opportunity for students with 

disabilities” and that they are able to “benefit 

from all the services of [the] institution and . . . 

campus facilities” (aDa one, 2017). 

 additionally, aDa accommodations can 

manifest in the form of service or therapy 

animals. service animals are allowed with 

minimal restrictions in residence halls in an 

effort to abide by aDa guidelines. “effective 

march 15, 2011, the aDa defines a service 

animal as a ‘dog that is individually trained 

to do work or perform tasks for a person with 

a disability’” (united states Department of 

Justice, 2011, para. 2). Bauman, Davidson, 

sachs and Kotarski (2013) note that the fair 

housing act (fha) (1988) does not share the 

aDa’s definition of a service animal. huss 

(2005) found a difference in the fha and 

aDa definitions. under the fha, the defini-

tion of an assistance animal is broader than 

that of a service animal under the aDa and 

includes what commonly would be referred 

to as an emotional support animal. although 

the fha provides a much broader definition of 

service or therapy animals, both the aDa and 

fha require reasonable accommodations for 

students with disabilities. it is important that 

residence life staff members are conscious of 

weapons on-campus (Birnbaum, 2013). this 

maze makes it very important for residence 

life professionals to understand the law so 

that they are able to enforce and protect the 

students in their care. 

Students with Disabilities

students with disabilities require prior-

ity housing assignments that comply with the 

americans with Disabilities act (aDa) accom-
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the legal requirements for students with docu-

mented disabilities and work to provide appro-

priate accommodations for these students.

feRPA
ferpa is another facet of higher education 

that all housing staff must know. ferpa re-

quires that students older than the age of 18 

provide consent for the release of educational 

records (White, 2007). While there is limited 

research focused on the impact ferpa guide-

lines have within residence halls, one area chal-

lenged by some university housing officials is 

whether disciplinary records are considered 

educational records under the ferpa guide-

lines. Disciplinary records are, in fact, educa-

tional records and therefore subject to ferpa 

guidelines (White, 2007). an amendment of 

ferpa with the higher education reautho-

rization act (hera) in 1988 gave universities 

the opportunity to notify parents or guardians 

of instances of underage drinking on-campus 

in an effort to minimize risky drinking behav-

ior (Cosden, gauthier, & hughes, 2013). in 

a study conducted by Cosden, gauthier, and 

hughes (2013), students reported that while 

parental notification did increase communica-

tion with parents surrounding alcohol use and 

any legal issues, it had an impact on the stu-

dents’ autonomy. 

Search and Seizure

search and seizure policies in residence halls 

and the role of the residence life staff in these 

incidents are multifaceted. the front-line staff 

(i.e. resident assistants) must be careful to 

follow the college/university protocol when en-

tering a student’s room, performing a search, 

or conducting a health/safety inspection. at 

Legal Consciousness

While there is limited research 

focused on the impact FERPA 

guidelines have within residence 

halls, one area challenged by 

some university housing officials 

is whether disciplinary records are 

considered educational records 

under the FERPA guidelines .

the executive level (i.e. chief housing officers), 

the student’s right to privacy and the state/

federal legal issues associated with search and 

seizure must carefully be evaluated and written 

into resident assistant handbooks and depart-

ment best practices. 

“In light of the significant student privacy 

interests involved, it is critical that college 

and university administrators fully understand 

a student’s Constitutional rights under the 

Fourth Amendment. Failure to respect these 

rights may result in the institution and its 

employees being held civilly liable, and/or 

seized evidence being suppressed, typically in 

a criminal case” (Lemons, 2012, p. 76). 

Clery Act

While housing personnel can create best prac-

tices to ensure the safety of their residents, 

students residing on-campus also can take 

precautionary measures to ensure their own 

safety. Crime reporting and timely warnings of 

on-going or serious threats can assist students 

with adjusting their behavior to protect them-

selves on-campus and within their housing 
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community. With the implementation of the 

Clery act, all colleges and universities receiv-

ing federal funding have an obligation to report 

crime statistics to prospective and current stu-

dents, their families, and university faculty and 

staff. By disclosing crime information, via an 

annual report, it “enables individuals who live 

and work on-campus to make informed deci-

sions about their behaviors and their safety” 

(fox, Khey, & lizotte, 2013, p. 1133). housing 

personnel, in order to comply with the legisla-

tion, should report all instances that are Clery 

reportable, such as violations involving alcohol, 

drugs, weapons, burglary, and assaults, to 

name a few. housing staff, specifically resident 

assistants, who typically are first responders to 

incidents in the housing complex, are required 

to document via incident reports that allow easy 

retrieval for reporting purposes. failure to doc-

ument, report, and provide accurate informa-

tion not only will create a false sense of security 

for on-campus residents and their guests, but 

also introduce liability issues should prevent-

able incidents occur. numerous institutions 

have found themselves under investigation for 

Clery-related violations. as a result, institutions 

have been fined a minimum of $35,000 per vi-

olation, in addition to the negative publicity and 

ongoing scrutiny. in 2007, officials at eastern 

michigan university failed to notify the campus 

community about the death of a female student 

in her residence hall room (mills-senn, 2013). 

the resulting $350,000 fine was the highest 

ever imposed by the u.s. Department of edu-

cation for Clery act violations. this penalty 

served as an example to other institutions of the 

mishandling and the importance of timely no-

tifications, especially when the crime is student 

on student (Campus safety, 2008). By estab-

lishing all levels of housing staff as campus 

security authorities (Csas), individuals have a 

clear idea of the expectation of notification and 

reporting when they have first-hand knowledge 

of crime information. 

Student Death

lastly, the death of a student on-campus, 

whether by natural causes, accident, or suicide, 

can test housing staff emotionally and profes-

sionally. While the processes in place at each 

institution vary, most have a general protocol 

and plan of action. halberg (1986) describes a 

general list of key procedures to be implement-

ed once housing staff members have knowl-

edge that a death has occurred. While one of 

the initial steps is to notify next of kin, halberg 

discusses that consideration needs to be made 

regarding the, “well-being of the roommate, 

close friends, and members of the residence 

With the implementation of 

the Clery Act, all colleges and 

universities receiving federal 

funding have an obligation to report 

crime statistics to prospective and 

current students, their families, and 

university faculty and staff .  .  .  .

Housing personnel, in order to 

comply with the legislation, should 

report all instances that are Clery 

reportable . . .
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hall floor” (halberg, 1986, p. 411). By building 

upon halberg’s (1986) list, support for these 

students have emerged over time and could 

include relocation requests by roommates, re-

ferral to on-campus counseling services, and 

the creation of spaces where students can hold 

an impromptu memorial service. 

 Death by suicide in a residence hall can pose 

different challenges for residence life staff. in 

Schieszler vs. Ferrum College (2002), a wrong-

ful death suit was filed claiming the university 

staff failed to provide adequate supervision of 

michael W. frentzel, who had expressed on 

multiple occasions his desire to hurt himself 

following an argument with his girlfriend. 

residence life staff and campus police initially 

intervened during an argument between frent-

zel and his girlfriend. During this same time, 

frentzel gave his girlfriend a note expressing 

that he intended to hang himself. again, resi-

dence life staff and campus police responded 

to find frentzel locked in his room. upon 

contact, they found frentzel with self-inflicted 

bruises and the dean of students required him 

to sign a No-Harm Agreement. over the course 

of a few days, frentzel attempted to contact his 

girlfriend through third parties via notes, but 

his girlfriend was not allowed to return to his 

room. ultimately, frentzel was found dead in 

his room by suicide (Schieszel v. Ferrum College, 

2002). this case calls into question how much 

supervision and responsibility are required 

by housing staff with a student who manages 

mental illness or expresses suicidal ideation. 

most housing staff members have minimal 

mental health training and are not in the role 

to make accurate assessments; therefore, they 

are required to refer students to university 

counseling services.

 .  .  . the death of a student on-campus, 

whether by natural causes, accident, 

or suicide, can test housing staff 

emotionally and professionally .  .  .  .

While one of the initial steps is to 

notify next of kin, Halberg discusses 

that consideration needs to be 

made regarding the, “well-being of 

the roommate, close friends, and 

members of the residence hall floor.”

 from this brief survey of legal issues con-

cerning residence life staff and students, 

having an understanding of the law has 

become a necessity in all aspects of campus 

residence life for all levels of staffing, from 

resident assistants, to full-time professionals 

and the chief housing officer. as a result, in 

order to ensure the health and safety of stu-

dents, limit and manage institutional risk, and 

prevent liability, we must understand how resi-

dence life professionals experience the law in 

their workplace.

THeOReTIcAL fRAMeWORK
When examining the understanding of law 

among professionals or a group of people, re-

searchers have primarily used the conceptual 

framework of legal literacy or legal conscious-

ness. legal literacy is most commonly used to 
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describe knowledge—i.e. comprehension—of 

law and its application to school policies (mi-

litello, schimmel & ederwein, 2009; schim-

mel & militello, 2007). Within the sphere of 

education, research has indicated a persistent 

lack of legal literacy among many K-12 educa-

tors, a deficit that is most frequently linked to 

a lack of adequate preparation on educational 

law in the curriculum of teacher preparation 

and certification programs (schimmel & mi-

litello, 2007; pazey & Cole, 2011). no research 

has been conducted yet to examine legal lit-

eracy among higher education professionals. 

the approach of most scholarship focused on 

legal literacy is to identify policies likely to lead 

to litigation, to straightforwardly assess faculty 

and administrator understanding of the law 

itself and implications of the law for educa-

tional practice, and to provide best practices to 

help avoid some of the most common pitfalls 

of being ill-informed of important legal consid-

erations that may impact students, faculty, staff 

and/or administrators.

 legal consciousness, on the other hand, 

provides a more overt social justice orienta-

tion from which to view, describe and analyze 

different individuals’ or groups’ experiences 

of and relationships to law and policy.1 this 

concept could include individuals’ sense of 

enfranchisement and ability to engage in 

claims-making (abrego, 2011), experiences of 

disenfranchisement or marginalization (hull, 

2016), and investigations of phenomenologi-

cal aspects of how different individuals experi-
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ence legal protection in public spaces (nielsen, 

2000). the term itself originates in socio-legal 

research of the 1980s and 90s, with a specific 

goal to “address issues of legal hegemony, par-

ticularly how the law sustains its institutional 

power despite a persistent gap between the law 

on the books and the law in action” (sibley, 

2005, p. 323). this avowed focus is echoed 

in scholarship utilizing legal consciousness 

as a framework, as the concept is specifically 

invested in understanding how the practice 

and application of law can reflect and fortify 

extant features of power and prejudice within 

a society (hull, 2016). in essence, legal con-

sciousness was developed to analyze the gap 

Legal literacy is most commonly 

used to describe knowledge— 

i.e. comprehension—of law and its 

application to school policies  .  .  .

Legal consciousness, on the other 

hand, provides a more overt social 

justice orientation from which 

to view, describe and analyze 

different individuals’ or groups’ 

experiences of and relationships  

to law and policy .

1
 Legal consciousness has also been utilized, particularly in legal theory prior to the 1990s, to describe “ideas about the nature, function,  
and operation of law held by anyone in society at a given time” (Trubeck, 1984, quoted in Lobel, 2006). This is not altogether different  
than how we are summarizing the concept here; however, earlier theory was less likely to apply an activist or social justice component  
in their research.
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between ideals presented within the legal form 

with the imperfect implementation of law, and 

to understand who was most likely to benefit 

or be harmed by these practices.

 Within research on higher education, a 

wide range of terminology is utilized to explore 

a similar spectrum of issues encompassed by 

both legal literacy and legal consciousness, 

including: legal knowledge, legal experience, 

legal context, and application/implementation 

of law. these studies are often focused on pro-

viding context for higher educational faculty 

and/or administrators to understand the ex-

periences of students who may be impacted 

by more contentious areas of law and policy 

in postsecondary environments. recently, re-

search focused on student services has high-

lighted the impact of inconsistent state-by-state 

legal framework surrounding undocumented 

students, (gildersleeve & ranero, 2010; gild-

ersleeve, rumann & mondragó, 2010; nguyen 

& martinez hoy, 2015; nguyen & serna, 2014, 

serna, Cohen, & nguyen, 2017) legal issues 

currently impacting lgBtQ students (hull, 

2016), and accommodating students with dis-

abilities (Katsiyannis, Zhang, landmark & 

reber, 2009). although legal literacy and legal 

consciousness are not utilized in most of these 

studies (hull is the one exception), the equity 

lens employed by these scholars aligns with 

sibley’s (2005) discussion of how legal con-

sciousness has been “domesticated” through 

an emphasis on policy application over theo-

retical inquiry; however, looking beyond the 

question of theoretical rigor, a clear picture 

is offered of which issues are viewed as most 

likely to lead to litigation, and how K-12 and 

higher educational institutions aim to mitigate 

those risks.

Legal Consciousness

 although the practicality of policy imple-

mentation is not intrinsically insensitive to 

the lived experience of inequity and discrimi-

nation on the part of students, there is a clear 

sense that the practical concern of litigation 

is often a primary focus when crafting policy 

(Katsiyannis, et. all, 2009; militello, et. all, 

2009; sanders, 2011; schimmel & militello, 

2007). a few studies have taken a different 

approach foregrounding the experiences of 

students impacted by different legal frame-

works, which offers a useful conceptualization 

of how the unique needs of specific margin-

alized student populations (in these studies, 

undocumented students and students within 

the lgBtQ community) have been shaped 

by complex and inconsistent legal frame-

works both within and beyond the educational 

sphere (gildersleeve & ranero, 2010; gilder-

sleeve, et. all, 2010; hull, 2016). 

 given the phenomenological focus of the 

current study, legal consciousness was deter-

mined to be the most appropriate framework 

for creating a conceptual map of the institu-

tional powers involved in determining what 

correct implementation of law should be in 

student services and housing, to examine 

housing professionals’ experience of the laws 

as implemented, and to explore theoretical 

concerns presented by the manner in which 

legal policies were implemented by these 

housing professionals. By focusing on the 

legal consciousness of student affairs profes-

sionals working in housing, the current study 

also offers insight into the emotional and in-

tellectual experiences of the individuals tasked 

with negotiating the complex matrix between 

student needs and legal requirements.
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the interviews, with categories arising out of 

interviewee quotations and commonly utilized 

phrases across the five interviews to establish 

validity (patton, 2015). utilizing this phenome-

nological approach facilitated our focus on the 

interviewees’ experiences as the essential expe-

rience of legal consciousness within the space 

of residential and student life at the university 

of study (nielsen, 2000).

Data Collection

purposive group-characteristic sampling (Cre-

swell & poth, 2018; patton, 2015) was utilized 

to identify housing professionals working in a 

variety of positions within the university. each 

of the 25 participants interviewed were full-

time employees. participation in the interview 

process was voluntary, and no compensation 

was offered. from the 25 interviews, four par-

ticipants who worked in housing for the univer-

sity were identified and selected for this study. 

 semi-structured interviews, each lasting no 

more than 30 minutes, were conducted with 

each of the four participants. interviews were 

either completed on-campus in a private room 

or via skype, based on which option was most 

convenient for each participant. interviews 

were transcribed and coded by the research 

team to identify common themes presented 

throughout the interviews.

Participants and Analysis

this study included four participants who 

were all residence life paraprofessionals at the 

time interviews occurred. full-time experience 

among participants ranged from less than a 

year to six years in student affairs. each par-

ticipant was assigned a pseudonym to ensure 

confidentiality: amari, Campbell, emory, and 
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MeTHODOLOGY
for this study, a phenomenological methodol-

ogy was utilized to examine essential features 

of legal experiences among housing profes-

sionals at a rural flagship university in the 

northern united states (Creswell & poth, 2018; 

yin, 2014). the bounded nature of the chosen 

case study (patton, 2015; thomas, 2016) offers 

an opportunity to create a holistic picture of 

the spectrum of legal experiences for housing 

professionals working in a variety of different 

positions ranging from residence life coordina-

tors to administration.

 phenomenological methodology assumes 

the nature of phenomena are derived from in-

dividual and collective experiences (Creswell 

& poth, 2018) and, therefore, that understand-

ing different features of human experience is 

best accomplished through close observation 

of individuals involved in this lived process of 

meaning-making (patton, 2015). the number 

of participants and the heterogeneous nature 

of the job positions included in the study are 

essential for offering a holistic conception of 

the spectrum of legal experiences impacting 

housing university professionals (Creswell & 

poth, 2018; moustakas, 1994).

 given the emphasis on lived experiences of 

study participants, it was essential for the in-

terviews to be robust in the breadth and depth 

of subject matter, for the content of the inter-

views to be focused upon defining the nature 

of their experiences, and for the researchers 

to bracket personal biases and assumptions 

in the presentation of participant experiences 

(Creswell & poth, 2018; moustakas, 1994). to 

as great a degree as possible, bracketing was 

utilized as a feature of the coding process for 
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Participants all described their 

higher education law course in 

graduate school as the foundation 

for and most salient experience 

related to developing a sense of 

legal consciousness as a student 

affairs professional .  .  .  . Beyond 

graduate school preparation, 

participants described trainings 

as a secondary, but important 

source for learning about laws 

and policies .

Legal Consciousness

remy. each interview was audio recorded and 

transcribed by the interviewer, a student en-

rolled in a master’s level law in higher educa-

tion course in spring 2017. two members of 

the research team completed data analysis and 

interpretation. 

Learning Through Purposeful Education

participants all described their higher educa-

tion law course in graduate school as the foun-

dation for and most salient experience related 

to developing a sense of legal consciousness 

as a student affairs professional. topics in 

these courses varied, but topics included crisis 

management, case law, title iX, Clery act, and 

human resource policies. participants reported 

having instructors and guests who were law 

professors, senior student affairs administra-

tors (i.e., dean of students), and representatives 

from their university’s legal affairs counsel.

 amari described his experiences in his law 

& society class as informative in the following 

excerpt: “um, we did have our higher educa-

tion course . . . We really learned about monu-

mental, precedential cases that set the tone for 

the field of student affairs.” Campbell reflected 

on the range of topics addressed in the higher 

education law course and emphasized the rel-

evance of one particular topic: family educa-

tional right to privacy act (ferpa). Campbell 

stated that, “What is most relevant today or 

that we spent a lot of time going over ferpa 

and student rights and all that fun stuff.”

 Beyond graduate school preparation, par-

ticipants described trainings as a secondary, 

but important source for learning about laws 

and policies. emory described advancing his 

knowledge of the Clery act through multiple, 

policy specific trainings: 

“So, the laws I primarily have experience 

with would be the Clery Act. . . . my Clery 

experience has come from a few 

conferences . . . And then for further Clery 

training, I did another conference the  

next year.” 

fInDInGs
for participants in this study, the essence of 

experiences related to the sense of legal con-

sciousness centered on learning about law 

through graduate preparation programs and 

consciousness as a function of job necessity. 

this section will share descriptions of partici-

pants’ descriptions within each theme. 
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 amari described training as a means to 

ensure professionals have a basic knowledge 

of policies and procedures. amari articulated 

his understanding of his employer’s percep-

tion of employee preparedness around legal 

consciousness: 

“I think it’s really just expected that at this 

level, you understand what you need to be 

doing in regards to reporting and Title IX, as 

well as any other aspect of what we deal with. 

So, there’s no set training. I guess there’s kind 

of a brief overview just to kind of make sure 

that you are on the same page, and they kind 

of just set you loose.”

 participants described legal conscious-

ness through purposeful education primar-

ily through higher education law courses in 

master’s programs and secondarily through 

formal training (i.e., training). 

Legal Consciousness as a Function  
of Job Necessity

participants described their awareness of laws 

and policies through their use of policies and 

laws in their job performances. participants 

noted use of law in their current roles as resi-
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dence life professionals with regard to crisis 

management, emergency/on-call responsibili-

ties, title iX compliance, and student conduct. 

participants shared specific experiences about 

their consciousness as those experiences 

related to their job functions. Campbell de-

scribed their consciousness around compli-

ance with regard to ferpa as follows, 

“I think that’s [FERPA] most relevant because 

I do have access to a lot of student academic 

information and then conduct information 

as well. So, we can’t really share that, and 

understanding the law and how that affects 

if that information was to be shared and who 

can share it.”

 amari described his consciousness of law 

in his former role as a student life employee. 

he described the necessity of legal knowledge:

“In Student Life, we were responsible for 

compiling contracts and making sure that all 

of our legal jargon . . . was up to date and 

benefiting the university so [that] we were on 

the up and up . . . So my job was doing all the 

contracts for homecoming, special programs, 

[and] nightlife . . . About 20 or so [contracts] 

a semester.”

 emory described his need to have a thor-

ough understanding of title iX policy and pro-

tocols because of his role as a person with staff 

training responsibilities: “i am responsible for 

kind of training our housing Csas on what 

their role is.” Descriptions provided above il-

lustrate the ways that legal consciousness acted 

as a function of job performance for current 

residence life professionals in this study.

 While job necessity was the most described 

function of legal consciousness, remy de-

scribed her use of legal knowledge in an advi-

Participants with reporting 

responsibilities for Title IX and 

the Clery Act described the 

importance of being accurate 

about the information required, 

as well as policy compliance 

under both legal policies.
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sory capacity not directly related to her current 

position. here, remy described the ways she 

used legal knowledge to encourage students 

in fraternity and sorority life (fsl) to engage 

in more productive behavior and how those 

earlier conversations helped remy provide 

support to current students:

“. . . what can I do as a student affairs 

professional to help prevent some of these, 

you know, scenarios from happening…I try 

to educate my students as much as I can 

through formal conversations, and follow-up 

conversations, and I work with student orgs 

a lot, and I’ve had the opportunity to work 

with some of our FSL groups here on-campus 

about hazing and their role and how they can 

be proactive about getting away from that and 

you know, reevaluating their practices and 

policies and things like that.”

 participants with reporting responsibilities 

for title iX and the Clery act described the 

importance of being accurate about the infor-

mation required, as well as policy compliance 

under both legal policies. emory described his 

process for being current on and complying 

with title iX policies and practices:

“I also serve as a Title IX investigator for the 

university and I have, probably, three or four 

(counts on fingers) separate seminars for best 

practices on how to investigate those incidents 

to make sure that we are properly responding 

and not like following the guidelines that 

are set in the response to the Title IX related 

incidents.” 

 remy described her employment of and 

compliance with title iX policies and protocols 

in the following excerpt related to her use of 

legal awareness: 

Legal Consciousness

“I think a lot of it [legal knowledge] 

interpreting policies and procedures. 

Everything we do there is some type of policy 

behind it. I think it’s more relevant when we 

do conduct . . . well, even when I’m on call 

and stuff. Like, if there’s anything dealing with 

Title IX, umm, making sure that we’re abiding 

by all those procedures and following protocol 

to our Title IX Coordinator. . . . Making sure 

we’re reporting Clery. I think that’s the biggest 

thing, the aspect of our judicial behavior  

type things.”

 this section described the essence of 

participants’ experiences related to the legal 

consciousness of residence life profession-

als. participants’ experiences emerged into 

two themes: legal consciousness as learn-

ing through purposeful education and legal 

consciousness as a function of job necessity. 

graduate school courses about legal issues in 

higher education and continued training were 

described as purposeful education, while re-

porting, compliance, and use of legal knowl-

edge were described as legal consciousness as 

a function of job necessity.

On-site in-depth seminars or 

conferences focusing on legal 

and policy topics would be an 

example of purposeful training that 

would allow professionals to gain 

knowledge to bring back to campus 

and share with their colleagues .
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IMPLIcATIOns fOR PRAcTIce  
& fUTURe ReseARcH
Considering the limited participant sample 

size, the results of this study may not be broadly 

generalizable at a regional or national scale 

(moustakas, 1994; thomas, 2016); however, 

the case may provide a basis for structuring 

further research into the impacts of different 

university housing policies and for develop-

ing best practices. from the findings of the 

study, having a higher education law course 

or a course examining legal issues in the edu-

cational setting provides a good foundation of 

the law for paraprofessionals to understand the 

impact of the law in their professional work 

and understand compliance with the law and 

institutional policies. if professionals did not 

gain this knowledge through their professional 

preparation programs, then learning through 

trainings helped supplement their knowledge 

to utilize the law in their practice. however, 

given that on-the-job trainings can be limited 

to narrow topics, professionals may not be able 

to gain the broader application and implica-

tions of the law. 

 since purposeful learning of the law 

through trainings was found to be helpful, 

institutions may find that it is beneficial to 

support more in-depth professional develop-

ment for their professionals at on-site, face-to-

face conferences or seminars on legal topics 

pertaining to residence life. on-site in-depth 

seminars or conferences focusing on legal and 

policy topics would be an example of purpose-

ful training that would allow professionals to 

gain knowledge to bring back to campus and 

share with their colleagues. the participants 

noted that the areas of the law that were of 

most concern for them were federal com-

pliance laws, such as ferpa, the Clery act, 

and title iX. given this need, future research 

could further examine which areas of law are 

most impactful to residence life profession-

als and compare these areas based on the 

percentage of time professionals spend daily 

or weekly. since the professionals noted that 

legal consciousness is an essential function 

of their job, graduate preparation programs 

and institutions should be more intentional 

in how they deliver the learning of and train-

ing of the law. future research may examine 

the various formats that professionals utilize 

to learn the law and the impact of the various 

delivery methods. 

 there is no doubt that the law is a critical 

aspect of the job for a residence life parapro-

fessional. graduate preparation programs and 

employers should understand the importance 

of a legal foundation, especially for non-lawyer 

professionals, and how this foundation can 

assist professionals develop a further under-

standing of the law while on the job. 
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 1. In the initial review of literature, what themes appear across the descriptions of different 

legal concerns for housing professionals?

 2. What is the difference between legal literacy and legal consciousness?

 3. What resources exist to assist housing professionals in increasing their understanding and 

implementation of legal policies impacting their institutions? 

 4. What strategies do you think are, or would be, most effective in developing students’ 

understanding of legal issues and an institution’s set of policies impacting their experiences 

in on-campus housing?

 5. To what degree do your experiences with professional development and knowledge of 

educational law align with those described here?

 6. What legal issues do you see as most likely to increase in importance in the coming 

decade? Do you foresee any new issues developing that are not addressed in this article?

Discussion questions developed by Amelia King-Kostelac, The University of Texas  

at San Antonio. 

Discussion Questions
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